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Most roof rack systems include three items, Bar Pack, Legs Pack, and Fit Kit (some vehicles may require 2-4 items depending on the system, however this will be specified when you choose the type of vehicle above). All prices are specified by the Recommended Retail Price, including freight, but they exclude any retail
installation fees. Please consult with our Buyer's Guide on our website to find suitable solutions for your car model. Start by selecting the Roof Rack category and enter the necessary vehicle parts. If your car or model car is not specified, we unfortunately do not have a solution. Choose your load bars, otherwise known as
crossbars, go over the width of the vehicle roof, providing support for Thule carriers. Tula AeroBlade Thule AeroBlade Edge Tule Square BoxBeam Aluminum BarMore Width for CarriersLow Noise and DragT-Slot Carrier App Learn More BoxBeam Aluminum BarIntegrated Low Profile FootLowest Noise and Drag T-Slot
Carrier Joining More Tough Polyethylene Coverage Tule Foot and Fit Kits are available for specific vehicles and fit kits rails, fixed points, tracks, rain chute and bare roof. Learn more about the 450 CrossroadFor Raised Rails 460 Runway For Flash Rails, Fixed PointsTracks and custom 480 TraverseFor Bare Roof 300
Gutter FootFor Rain Gutters 450R Rapid CrossroadsFor Raised Rails 460R PodiumFor Flush Rails, Fixed PointsTracks and Custom 480R TraverseFor Bare Bare Roof Roof EdgeFor Rails, Fixed PointsTracks and Add Custom Carriers to transport your equipment. Consider the safety parameters of one key™ the system
of locking cylinders Fit each leg of the Thule, locking the rack for the vehicle. As you add carriers, you can use extra cylinders from your package or special order matching cylinders to fit all your one key Thule system products™ with just one key. Brilliant! Do you really need locks? The T-Slot can require a Thule Xadapt
kit and is not available to all carriers. Products listed in this category are not listed. Start below or get a specific help transfer for the Snowsport Watersport Cargo Bike Review of your car's options in the intuitive Tule Fit Guide For more technical information to use the Thule Dealer Fit Guide with the PDF format option.
Choose your load bars, otherwise known as crossbars, go over the width of the vehicle roof, providing support for Thule carriers. Thule AeroBlade Thule AeroBlade Edge Tula Square BoxBeam Aluminum BarMore Width for CarriersLow Noise and DragT-Slot Carrier App Learn more BoxBeam BarIntegrated Low Profile
FootLowest Noise and Drag T-Slot Carrier Joining More Tough Polyethylene CoverageCold-Rolled Galvanized Galvanized Wind DousingWide, Flat Surface AreaLearn More Choose Feet and Fit Kit. Thule legs and fit kits are offered for specific vehicles and roof types; rails, fixed points, tracks, rain chute and bare roof.
Find out more 450 CrossroadFor raised rails 460 PodiumFor Flush Rails, Fixed PointsTracks and Custom 480 TraverseFor Bare Roof 300 Gutter FootFor Rain Gutters 450R Rapid CrossroadFor Raised Rails 460R Runway For Flash Rail, Fixed PointsTracks and Custom 480R Traverse For Bare Roof AeroBlade Edge
For Railroads, Fixed PointsTracks and Custom Gear. Consider the safety parameters of one key™ the system of locking cylinders Fit each leg of the Thule, locking the rack for the vehicle. As you add carriers, you can use extra cylinders from your package or special order matching cylinders to fit all your one key Thule
system products™ with just one key. Brilliant! Do you really need locks? The T-Slot can require a Thule Xadapt kit and is not available to all carriers. X CLOSE WINDOW Thank you for your feedback! CLOSE WINDOW The Rack Warehouse lists the most popular sales of the Thule brand stand suitable for automakers.
Popular Thule Roof Racks including the Thule 500xt 500xtb Xsporter Pro, the Thule 480 Traverse, the Thule 460 Podium and the Thule 460r Rapid Podium are available for fitula for almost any car. Thule engineers are working continuously to update and create rooftop racks to fit the wide range of cars, pickups, vans
and SUVs on the market. In our list you will find the perfect roof rack or rack for most of the best-selling cars, including Chevrolet, Ford, Toyota, Dodge, Chrysler, Nissan, Honda, Acura, Lexus, Pontiac, Buick, Cadillac, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo, Volkswagen, Audi, Dodge and GMC. Please use our useful Thule Fit Guide to
find the perfect roof rack for your car. Thule 710501 Evo Foot Clamp WingBar Full Roof Racks listed Car Maker To save your time, Rack Warehouse lists the most popular sales of the Ule 710501 Evo Foot Clamp Full WingBar Car Roof Rack fits in alphabetical order by the automaker. You'll find the perfect roof rack for
most of today's best-selling cars on this list. The Thule 710501 Rapid Evo Clamp Foot Complete Car Roof Racks are designed for cars with a smooth bare roof (without shelving or attachments). If you don't see your car on this list, just click on the Thule Fit guide at the top of the page, enter vehicle information and Thule
Fit Guide will do the rest. Thule 710501 Evo Clamp Foot Square Bar Full Roof Rack Car Maker Simplify the Ordering Process, Rack Warehouse lists the most popular sales of the Thule 710501 Evo Clamp Foot Full SquareBar Car Roof Rack fits in alphabetical order by the automaker. You'll find the perfect roof rack for
most of today's best-selling cars on this list. List. 710501 Evo Clamp Foot Full Car Roof Racks are designed for vehicles with a smooth bare roof (without shelving or attachments). If you don't see your car on this list, just click on the Thule Fit guide at the top of the page, enter vehicle information and Thule Fit Guide will
do the rest. Thule 710601 Evo FlushRail Legs WingBar Full Roof Rack listed Car Maker To save your time, Rack Warehouse lists the most popular sales of Thule 710601 Evo FlushRail Legs Full WingBar Car Roof Rack fits in alphabetical order by the automaker. You'll find the perfect roof rack for most of today's best-
selling cars on this list. Thule 710601 Evo FlushRail Foot Full Car Roof Racks are designed for vehicles with flash side rails or fixed mounting points. If you don't see your car on this list, just click on the Thule Fit guide at the top of the page, enter vehicle information and Thule Fit Guide will do the rest. Thule 710601 Evo
FlushRail Foot SquareBar Full Roof Rack listed Car Maker To save your time, Rack Warehouse lists the most popular sales of Thule 710601 Evo FlushRail Legs Full SquareBar Car Roof Rack fits in alphabetical order by the automaker. You'll find the perfect roof rack for most of today's best-selling cars on this list. Thule
710601 Evo FlushRail Foot Full Car Roof Racks are designed for vehicles with flash side rails or fixed mounting points. If you don't see your car on this list, just click on the Thule Fit Guide at the top of the page, enter information about your car and Thule Fit Guide will do the rest. 81 to 96 of the 213 results of the Thule
Pack N Pedal Shield Pannier S Grn These multi-purpose panniers deliver to safety and protection with reflective elements and roll on top, waterproof design. Features.Improved visibility due to reflective elements throughout the bag. Keeps the contents dry and dust-free due to the IP64 welding design and roll closure.
Installation and removal quickly with an easy-to-use clip system and lower magnetic fastening. Added security with a convenient point of light fastening. Keep small items organized in internal pockets. Several carry options with an integrated grip handle and removable uniforms. Sold in pairs. Specs.Dimensions 25.4 x 14
x 31.1 cmThis 14 liter weight 0.9 kg. Color Chartreuse.Material Nylon, plastic, steel. Waterproof IP64. $199.00 does not include bars or fitting KitFeatures When you need to match this carrier load on your car included in the product. No more tools are needed. The maximum capacity of the roof rack is 75 SpecsLoad
capacity (kg)75 kgFoot height (see)14 cmFits Tule Area BarsYesOne Key system compatibleYesFit Kit neededYesT'V ApprovedYesFulfils City Crash normYes $209.00 does not include a foot pack or installation kitThe quietest and safest load bar. SpecificationsAccesacs in length (s)108 (s)108 150 cmFeet
compatibilityFits are all Thule Fast foot carrier load system. Equipped with T-trackYesMaximum load LockableYesFulfils City Crash normYesColourAluminium $210.00 Thule 532 Free Ride Bike Carrier Dynamic design with curved pipes to look good on the roof of the car. Exclusive titanium. The soft frame holder with a
quick lock function is designed for safe, fast and comfortable installation. Suitable bike frames from up to 80mm in diameter (oval 65x80mm and round 22-70mm). A convenient quick-mounting system for quick and easy installation around Square and AeroBars.Smart wheel holders for a simpler download. Fast-release
straps adjustable for different wheel sizes. Lockable - bike for bike carrier, bike carrier to load carrier. One key system is compatible. With this accessory, you can replace the locking cylinders to use the same key for all your Thule products. This media is pre-assembled, no tools are required. You can fold down to the roof
when not in use. Maximum weight allowed per bike is 17 kgT-track adapters (20x20mm) are included for mounting on Thule WingBar Edge, Thule WingBar, Thule SlideBar, and Thule AeroBarFulfills the City Crash norm1Fits frame dimensions22-70 mm in diameterFits wheel dimensionsAllSelf-adjusting Frame holders
×Fitting of bikeFrame/WheelQuick-Release wheel straps √Fits most bikes with disc brakes √Locks bike to carrier √Locks carrier to roof rack √One Key System compatible √Can be fitted to both sides of the roof √Fits WingBar √Fits SlideBar √Fits AeroBar √Fits SquareBar √Adapter for t-track 20x20mm √Adapter for T-track
24x30mm Adapter Required:T-track Adapter 889-3Fits tire dimensions (in)-For Tandem Bikes ×TÜV Approved √Fulfils City Crash norm √ $219.00 Thule Pro Gutter Footpack Thule Pro 9512 Gutter Foot Pack 14cmDoes Not Include BarsTechnical specifications100Foot height (cm)15 cmFits WingBarYes Fits SlideBarYes
Fits SquareBarYes LockableYes : With an adapter: Thule Lockable Knob 526/527One Key System compatibleNoFit Kit is requiredNoT'V ApprovedYes $219.00 Thule Pack N Pedal Tour Rack Patented rack is attached to the front or back of most bikes, from full suspension of mountain bikes to commuter and road bikes.
Features: The rack remains secure under heavy loads with rubberized grips that prevent sliding and protection of the bike frame installation and removal easily with easy access to the assembly system of the bus clearance up to 29 x 2.5 Stay visible with integrated light/ reflector Mount Pedal conveniently with adjustable
deck and rails, which provide maximum heel clearanceSpecifications:Load capacity10 kg front / 11 kg rearWeight1.1 kgMaterialNylon, steel, aluminum $219.00 Tule Yepp Nexxt Mini The $219.00 does not include BarsThe world's best-selling carrier load for cars with normal roof railings. The specifications of The Loading
Capacity (kg)100Foot height (cm)7.5 cmFits WingBarYes fits SlideBaryes fits AeroBaryes fits SquareBaryes LockableYes One Key System compatible fit kit fit required No T'V ApprovedYes performs city crash normYes MiscellaneousFit railing sizes between 22-55 mm. The $220.00 does not include bars or Fitting
KitSafe and an exclusive roof rack for cars with no railings or fixing points. The specifications of The Loading Capacity (kg)75Foot Height (see)9.6 cmFits WingBarYes fits The SlideBarYes fits By AeroBarYes fits SquareBarYables LockYes One Key System CompatibleYes Fit Kit neededYes T'V ApprovedYes Performs
City Crash normYes MiscellaneousFitting kits are constantly being developed to fit the latest car models. The $225.00 Thule Rs 751 Fixpoint Xt Foot does not include bars or a smart, versatile roof leg rack for cars with pre-installed fixing points. The specifications of The Loading Capacity (kg)100Foot Height (see)11.5
cmFits WingBaryes fits SlideBaryes suitable AeroBaryes suitable SquareBarYes LockableYes One Key System compatible Fit Kit neededYes T'V ApprovedYes Performs City Crash normYes McAreaneousEw kits for installation constantly being developed for new car models. $225.00 Thule Evo Raised Railed Footpack
7104 Easy in installation leg for Evo roof rack, For vehicles with raised railingsFeaturesLoad carrier legs for Thule Evo roof rack systemFoot installs easily on vehicles with raised railings Ergonomic torque key indicates when the rack is safe and properly secured for your carRubber lining protects the surface of the raised
railings and provides the perfect fitSecures for the vehicle with Thule One-Key locks (included) Rooftop racks are sold separately. Suitable Thule WingBar EvoyesFits Thule WingBaryesFits Thule SlideBaryesFits Thule SquareBaryesFits Thule ProBaryesLocks IncludedyesOne Key System Compatible Model
Number710400 $225.00 Thule Evo Clamp Footpack 7105 New Thule Evo 7105 Clamp Foot Package designed for door-mounted lock When the vehicle has no fixed points or plant roof rails. FeaturesLoad Carrier legs for Thule Evo roof rack systemFoot installs easily on vehicles without pre-existing roof rack fastening
pointsErgononic torque limiter key indicates when the rack is safe and properly secured for your means, and set with a click in the mounting bracket. No additional tools required bySecurely holds the rack to the vehicle thanks to patented vehicle clamping technology with Thule One-Key locks (included) Foot Pack only.



The roof racks and fit kit are sold separately. Photos for reference onlyNeed bars and fit kit to make a full full $225.00 Thule Evo Flush Rail Footpack 7106 $225.00 Thule Evo Edge Flush Rail Foot Pack 7206 Ole Evo Edge Flush Rail Rail Foot 7206FeaturesLoad Carrier Foot for Toole Roof Edge Rack SystemFoot
installs easily on vehicles with flash rail railing Ergononic torque key indicates When the rack is safe and properly secured for your carSecures for the vehicle with Thule One-Key locks (included) Check out the Thule Buyer's Guide To find out which roof rack fits your carTechnical specification Maximum load75 kg. Please
also check the maximum load capacity of your car on the roof. Locks included the YesOne Key System compatible YesModel Number720600 $225.00 Thule Wingabr Edge Foot Clamp 7205 Thule Wingbar Edge Clamp Clamp Foot Pack 7205Easy-to-set leg for Thule Edge roof rack, for vehicles without pre-existing roof
rack fixing point, or factory-mounted racks. The $225.00 Thule 974 Hangon 3 Bike Fixed basic and easy-to-use bike carrier (for 3 bikes). Features: Technical characteristics3Gest (kg)45 kgFits wheeled dimensions-Max bike weight 15 kgDistance between bikes-length (see)-width (cm)47 cmWeight (kg)7.2 kgFits frame
Sizes All sizes up to 20 junior bikes. Removable NoTiltable frame holders with NoOne Key System bikes are compatible-suited cars with the exterior of the spare tire NoFits most bikes with disk brakes YesRear lights Adapter Required: Thule Light Board 976Powerplug-T'V Approved-Performs City Crash Standards
YesMiscellaneousAdapter 9761 required for installation of Lightboard 976. $229.00 81 to 96 of 213 results thule roof rack fit guide canada. thule roof rack fit guide pdf. thule roof rack fit guide uk. thule roof bike rack fit guide
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